**Xcmg Truck Crane Qy70k-I&Xct70e**

Main parameters:
- Max. rated total lifting capacity: 70T
- Fully extended boom: 45M 44.5M
- Fully extended boom + jib: 61M 59.5M

Main configuration:
- *Wire rope*
- *Hirschmann PAT*
- *Heater*
- *Full dimension cab*

Main parameters of Xcmg Truck Crane Qy70k-I&Xct70e
- Max. rated total lifting capacity: 70T
- Fully extended boom: 45M 44.5M
- Fully extended boom + jib: 61M 59.5M
- Engine: WD615.338 (domestic III)
- Dimension (L*W*H): 13930*2800*3575

Main configuration of Xcmg Truck Crane Qy70k-I&Xct70e
- *Wire rope*
- *Hirschmann PAT*
- *Heater*
- *Full dimension cab*

Optional parts of Xcmg Truck Crane Qy70k-I&Xct70e
- *Hooks*

**Advantages of Xcmg Truck Crane Qy70k-I&Xct70e**

- The innovative jib system of XCMG QY70K/QY70K-I truck crane adopts embedded block, plug-in boom head and international advanced U section jib, which has excellent lifting performance and safe and reliable lifting work.
- The unique stretch and retract technique of XCMG QY70K/QY70K-I avoid the end of the core pipe and cylinder and the break of the boom caused by misoperation, improving the safety of the operations.
- Eight patent techniques ensure the smooth, high efficiency and energy conservation of the lifting, rotation, and luffing systems.
- The torque limiter adopts colorful LCD display, realizing the intelligence of the failure diagnosis. The precision is ahead of the industry.
- Adopt the new hydraulic motor with big torque starting point, making the secondary lifting safer.
- The humanity design makes the cab and control cab more spacious, and easy to operate.
Six unique manufacturing technologies ensure the high quality.
* The working condition expands twice. Newly add 5t counterweight.

It uses dual control engines that are powerful and economically friendly. In its economic mode, it can meet the engine power demanded for a typical lifting operation, while its high power mode satisfies the requirements needed for highly challenging and efficient operations. The powerful cooling device eliminates the problem of overheated oil and extends the service time of hydraulic oil. Scientifically-supported advanced machine matching technology reduces losses and extends the machine's service life and equipment salvage rate.

Find us for more details